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Abstract: Measurement of2H/1H equilibrium exchange (Φ) is commonly applied as an indirect probe of
hydrogen bonds in small molecules. To expand the limited set of proteinΦ measurements and to gain insight
into the putative correlation between lowΦ and hydrogen bond strength, we report measurements for two
proteins,srcSH3 and ubiquitin. A hydrogen bond network inGallus gallus srcSH3 domain, involving residues
30, 47, and 50, contributes∼2.0 kcal/mol to native state stability and provides an excellent system in which
to test the purported connection between hydrogen bonding networks and protium enrichment. All observed
sites insrc SH3 had fractionation factors greater than unity. In particular, the backbone protons associated
with the hydrogen bond network at residues Glu30, Ser47, and Thr50 all exhibit moderate deuterium enrichment.
Measured fractionation values in ubiquitin range fromΦ ) 1.52 for the amide of residue Ser20 to a remarkably
low Φ ) 0.29 for the amide of Thr9. The majority (75%) of backbone amides fall between 0.9< Φ < 1.3,
with an averageΦ ) 1.07, closely matching the averageΦ ) 1.11 previously determined by another triple
resonance method, and consistent with the fractionation observed in other weak hydrogen bonding amide
systems. A survey of protein sites exhibiting low fractionation show a conservation of hydrogen bonding
geometry. Our data, in combination with other studies, suggest that1H/2H fractionation at proteinbackbone
amides is a product of the complex three dimensional and static protein hydrogen bonding environment that
restricts or enhances specific vibrational modes and is largely independent of hydrogen bonding strength.

A myriad of NMR techniques have been developed to
examine hydrogen (H) bonds in proteins, essential for catalytic
function and stabilization of the native state. Protection from
chemical exchange with solvent, backbone1JC′N scalar coupling,
2H quadrupolar coupling, and isotropic and anisotropic chemical
shift data provide indirect information regarding H-bond
character.1-5 The detection of3hJNiC′j- scalar coupling in proteins
and 2JNN-scalar coupling between DNA Watson-Crick base-
pair partners provided the first direct evidence, independently
demonstrated by Compton-scattering experiments, for the partial
covalent character of H-bonds.6-8 A consistent picture, cor-
relating (NJ) scalar coupling, (δ) chemical shift, H-bond length,
and H-bond strength in proteins has emerged.7,9

Measurement of2H/1H equilibrium exchange is commonly
applied as an indirect probe of H-bonds in small molecules and
has been reviewed in detail.1,10 An equilibrium constant of
isotope exchange is known as a fractionation factor (Φ).

A Φ <1.0 corresponds to an equilibrium preference for protium,

relative to solvent content, whereas aΦ >1.0 reflects an
equilibrium preference for deuterium. The relative vibrational
energies of the deuterium (X-D) and protium (X-H) bonds (a
function of the mass of the nuclei) in the solvent and solute
determine the extent of isotope enrichment. If the difference
between the protium and deuterium zero-point vibrational
energies is greater in the solute than in the solvent, deuterium
will enrich at the solute site to minimize the total energy of the
system. Interactions that alter the vibrational energy of solute
X-H/D bonds affect the extent of isotopic enrichment at a site.
Formation of strong H-bonds slows in-line stretching motions,
leading to a characteristic enrichment for protium (Φ < 1). The
primary effect of weak H-bonds (∆G < 2 kcal‚mol-1) is to
restrict off-line bending motions, leading to moderate enrichment
for deuterium at a solute site. Steric interactions that restrict
specific vibrational modes are observed to have similar effects
on isotope enrichment.11

Fractionation factors have been determined in several proteins
by measuring peak volumes of NMR resonances for a series of
matched samples dissolved in buffers with defined2H2O/1H2O
ratios.12-16 Although the majority of measured protein sites do
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not exhibit a significant isotopic preference, certain backbone
and side chain sites have fractionation factors that differ
significantly from unity (0.3< Φ < 1.5). Extensive studies of
protein catalytic triads and small molecules have been performed
in which protium enrichment has been shown to be a function
of strong H-bond formation, leading to the suggestion that low
backboneΦ may correlate with strong H-bonds.17-19 Calori-
metric analysis of model compounds and proteins, site-directed
mutagenesis studies, and NMR measurements indicate that
protein backbone amide H-bonds are weak (0.0< ∆G < 1.5
kcal‚mol-1.bond-1), and the observation of low fractionation
factors in proteins was consequently unexpected.6,7,20-22

To expand the limited set of proteinΦ measurements and to
gain insight into the putative correlation between lowΦ and
H-bonds in proteins, we report measurements for two proteins,
src SH3 and ubiquitin. A H-bond network inGallus gallus src
SH3 domain, involving residues 30, 47, and 50, is crucial for
native state stability,23 contributing 1.8-2.5 kcal/mol to native
state stability and providing an excellent system in which to
test the purported connection between H-bonding networks and
protium enrichment. All measured amide protons ofsrc SH3
exhibit moderate enrichment for deuterium, as expected for weak
H-bond formation (Figure 1). Although a majority of the sites
in ubiquitin also exhibit enrichment for deuterium, a few sites
exhibit significant enrichment for protium. Alternate explana-
tions for the observation of protium enrichment in protein,
including incomplete solventT1 relaxation coupled with rapid
solvent exchange or dipolar relaxation, do not appear to be
responsible for observations of lowΦ, as previously demon-
strated.16 In sites exhibiting the lowest fractionation factors, the
geometry of H-bond networks is conserved. Our data indicate
that protium enrichment at the protein backbone amide may be
a product of the complex three-dimensional and static protein
H-bonding environment that restricts or enhances specific
vibrational modes, independent of H-bonding strength and
experimental artifacts. Complementary H-bond studies, includ-
ing 3hJNiC′j- scalar coupling measurements in ubiquitin and
protein G, and the effect of steric interactions on specific
vibrational modes andΦ in small molecules suggest that protium
enrichment at backbone amide protons is not a simple function
of H-bond strength.

Fractionation factors for ubiquitin have previously been
determined using an indirect protocol that involves collection
of a triple resonance HA(CA)CO NMR spectrum of a single
protein sample dissolved in 50%2H2O/1H2O.15 To compare
values among the set of proteins investigated to date, we
measured theΦ values in ubiquitin using the1H-15N SE-HSQC
protocol employed in all other studies.24 Solution conditions
were matched to the earlier ubiquitin study to allow direct
comparison of the two NMR methods. A gradient water flip-
back solvent suppression scheme was used, avoiding complica-
tions associated with direct detection of amide protons in fast

chemical exchange with the solvent.25 The interscan relaxation
delay between transients was set tog2.0s (for both the ubiquitin
and SH3 data sets) to allow complete proteinT1 relaxation.15,16

A total of 45 ubiquitin amide resonances were well-resolved
and clearly identified from previous chemical shift assignments.
Measured fractionation values range fromΦ ) 1.52 for the
amide of residue Ser20 to a remarkably lowΦ ) 0.29 for the
amide of Thr9 (Figure 1). The majority (75%) of backbone
amides fall between 0.9< Φ < 1.3, with an averageΦ ) 1.07,
closely matching the averageΦ ) 1.11 determined by the triple
resonance method, and consistent with the fractionation observed
in other weak H-bonding amide systems.11 The close cor-
respondence of the average values measured indicates that the
effects of varying isotope composition effects on viscosity and/
or nuclear relaxation across the sample set do not generate a
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Figure 1. Plot of measured fractionation values in ubiquitin with a
2.2 s versus 1.1 s interscan relaxation delay. Final protein samples were
3-4 mM in a volume of 500µL buffered in 30 mM Tris-d11 (Cambridge)
and 30 mM deuterated (Cambridge)/0.1% acetate. Lyophilized ubiquitin
was dissolved and divided into six equal parts, lyophilized, and
dissolved again into solution with a fractional H2O content of 0.0, 0.1,
0.4, 0.6, 0.80, and 0.9 and lyophilized. SH3 domain was divided equally
into seven samples with fractional H2O content of 0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5,
0.6, 0.85, and 0.95 and lyophilized. Samples were redissolved into
buffer with the same isotopic content, heated at 45°C at pH 9.0 for 10
hours. The pH of the samples was then adjusted to pH 6.0 for the SH3
and pH 5.0 for ubiquitin (using a 1 MHCl/DCl solution matching the
fractional solvent content of each sample). Care was taken to insure
that protein concentrations did not vary over the range of samples, and
that isotopic concentrations were accurate. Integrated methyl peak
intensities from 1D spectra were found to vary by less than 2% across
a sample set. A sensitivity enhanced1H-15H HSQC spectrum of the
100% 2H2O sample for each protein was collected to confirm that
exchange had reached equilibrium. All spectra were collected on a
Bruker 750 MHz DMX spectrometer at 30°C. 1D proton spectra with
8K complex points and SW of 7 KHz were collected for all samples
utilizing WATERGATE water suppression.1H-15N SE-HSQC 2D data
sets were collected with 256(t1) × 2K complex points. Data sets were
zero-filled to give 2K× 2K matrices, weighted in both dimensions by
a sine function shifted 90°, and baseline corrected in both dimensions
using a second order polynomial function. NMRPipes was used for
NMR data processing and manipulation.28 The program PIPP was used
for measurement of peak intensities and volumes.29 Fractionation factors
were determined as previously described.14
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directional perturbation inΦ, as previously proposed.15 Despite
the correspondence in average fractionation values, there is no
correlation between individual residue values obtained using
the HA(CA)CO and HSQC methods. Several explanations for
the striking discrepancy are possible. The triple resonance
protocol requires multiple correction factors, determined from
the X-ray structure of ubiquitin and solution NMR measure-
ments of ubiquitin, that could affect the apparentΦ of sites
differentially. Second, the triple resonance approach relies on
measurements on a single sample. Errors or uncertainties in the
isotopic ratio of the solvent in the single sample would affect
the apparentΦ values, although this effect should produce a
systematic error rather than affect individual values differen-
tially.

Liwang and Bax have suggested that rapid solvent exchange
at amide sites coupled with a relaxation delay shorter than that
of the solvent could lead to an increase in signal intensity
(decrease in the apparentΦ) proportional to the solvent content.
This effect represents the most probable effect leading to
anomalous observation of low fractionation factors utilizing the
HSQC technique. To determine if incompleteT1 relaxation was
responsible for the observation of low fractionation factors at
backbone amide sites, a second series of1H-15N SE-HSQC
spectra was collected for ubiquitin in which the interscan
relaxation delay was set to 1.1 s. In direct contrast to the
prediction, shortening the relaxation delay increased the apparent
fractionation factor in all but one residue, Lys11. The average
value in ubiquitin increases fromΦ ) 1.07 to 1.21 with a
decrease in the relaxation delay from 2.2 s to 1.1 s. The site
with the lowest fractionation factor, Thr9, has a value ofΦ )
0.32, slightly larger than the value ofΦ ) 0.29 obtained in the
2.2 s data set. A plot of fractionation factors at each residue in
ubiquitin with the 1.1 s versus 2.2 s relaxation delay has a
correlation coefficient ofR ) 0.91, demonstrating thatΦ
measurements are reproducible and that doubling the relaxation
time has only small effects on observed fractionation values
(Figure 1, inset). The results are not surprising: the flip-back
solvent suppression scheme avoids excitation of the H2O
resonance, and few of the amide protons in ubiquitin exchange
rapidly with the solvent under these solution conditions. No
correlation between low fractionation factors and solvent
exchange rates has been observed in previous studies.14,16

Incomplete proteinT1 relaxation is likely to be responsible for
the observed increase inΦ with a shorter relaxation delay. The
effect of shortening the interscan delay on the observedΦ results
from longerT1 relaxation rates as the2H2O/1H2O solvent ratio
(and ubiqutin deuteration) increases across the sample set. We
conclude that incomplete nuclear relaxation and chemical
exchange with the solvent have only modest effects onΦ
measurements using the current experimental approach and do
not account for the observations of lowΦ of backbone amide
protons.15,16

Calculations aimed at understanding the lowΦ observed in
proteins led to the proposal that H-bonding networks involving
charged H-bond acceptors will exhibit lowΦ.26 Indeed, the sites
of lowest Φ in two variants of HPr and in staphylococcal
nuclease are in such H-bonding networks.14,15Residues Glu30,
Ser47, and Thr50 insrcSH3 are likewise involved in a charged
H-bond network that contributes significantly to the stability
of the SH3 domain,23 providing an excellent opportunity to
explore the purported connection between H-bonds networks
andΦ. 1H-15N sensitivity-enhanced HSQC spectra of SH3 were
collected for samples equilibrated over a range of2H2O/1H2O
concentrations. Of 63 backbone amide protons in SH3, 49 were
well-resolved, and fractionation factors were determined (Figure
1). Despite the presence of fast-exchanging amide protons, all
observed sites had fractionation factors greater than unity. All
but three residues fractionation factors fall between 1.19< Φ
< 1.57, with an averageΦ ) 1.33. The backbone protons
associated with the H-bond network at residues Glu30, Ser47,
and Thr50 all exhibit deuterium enrichment. These data suggest
that H-bond networks alone are not sufficient for protium
enrichment and confirm that SE-HSQC experimental technique
does not contribute to the anomalous observation of lowΦ in
proteins.

The H-bond network in ubiquitin, involving residues Thr7
and Thr9 (Φ ) 0. 29), is reminiscent of H-bond networks in
other proteins identified by protium enrichment (Table 1).
Residues 1 through 16 of human ubiquitin form aâ-hairpin with
a turn centered at residues Thr9 and Gly10. The amide proton
of Thr9 (Φ ) 0.29) forms an H-bond with theγ-OH of Thr7
and a potential H-bond with the hydroxyl oxygen of its own
side chain (Figure 2). The amide proton of Thr120 inS.
nuclease, which forms an interstrand H-bond with the side chain
of Asp77 and a potential H-bond with the side chain hydroxyl
of its own side chain, has a fractionation factor ofΦ ) 0.30.13

In ecHPr, the amide proton of Ser31 (Φ ) 0.74) forms an
interstrand H-bond with the side chain of Asp69 and a potential
intraresidue H-bond with its own side chainγ-OH (Φ ) 0.63).14

The backbone amide site in protein G with the lowest
fractionation factor is involved in a similar H-bond network, in
which the amide proton of Thr49 (Φ ) 0.82) H-bonds with the
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Table 1. Low BackboneΦ Values Obtained in Four NMR
Fractionation Studies

PDB HN CO F
RN

(Å)
∠(NHO)

(deg)
∠(COH)

(deg)

1BR7 T9 T7 0.29/0.32 3.26 156 113
1BR7 T9 T9 0.29/0.32 2.83 96 78
1POH S31 D69 0.74/0.63a 3.02 162 130
1POH S31 S31 0.74/0.63a 2.87 97 74
1PGA T49 D46 0.82 3.03 155 112
1PGA T49 T49 0.82 3.02 89 76
1STN T120 D77 0.30 2.89 152 122
1STN T120 T120 0.30 2.82 93 71

a Indicates the side chain serine (-OγH) hydroxyl proton. Figure 2. H-bond networks in as well (a) ubiquitin (1BR7) between
residues Thr 7 and Thr 9, (b)Escherichia coliHPr (1POH) between
residues Asp69 and Ser31, (c) the immunoglobulin G binding bomain
of protein G (1PGA) between residues Asp46 and Thr49, and (d) in S.
nuclease (1STN) between residues Thr120 and Asp77, identified by
protium enrichment. Predicted H-bonds are indicated by dashed lines.
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backbone carbonyl of Asp46, as well as forming a potential
H-bond with its own side chain hydroxyl (Figure 2). No
H-bonding networks that parallel this arrangement of H-bond
acceptors and donor were observed in SH3. In each instance,
the angles for potential H-bonds [∠(N-H‚‚‚O)] formed between
the amide proton of a serine or threonine (Ser31, Thr120, Thr9,
Thr49) with its own hydroxyl oxygen are conserved (Table 1).
Likewise, the H-bonding angles to the interresidue H-bond
acceptor (Ser31-Asp69, Thr120-Asp77, Thr9-Thr7, Thr49-
Asp46) are also strictly conserved (Table 1). A pairwise
comparison of the four nuclei (two oxygen H-bond acceptors
and amide nitrogen and proton) in each H-bond network reveals
a RMSD of 0.25 Å.

The H-bond distances (RNO) (2.82-3.26 Å) in the networks
identified by protium enrichment do not fall within the range
expected for low-barrier (<2.55 Å) H-bonds.9 3hJNiC′j- scalar
couplings, which correlate with the length and the partial
covalent character of the H-bond, have been measured in
ubiquitin and Protein G.22,27 The H-bond networks identified
by protium enrichment were not found to have large3hJNiC′j-
scalar couplings expected for strong or low-barrier H-bonds.
In addition, no overall correlation between H-bond distance
(determined from X-ray structures) and fractionation factor was
observed, as reported in previous studies.13,14

We propose that the arrangement of H-bond donors and
acceptors may enhance or hinder specific vibrational modes of
the amide bond vector, enhancing protium enrichment at specific
backbone sites. It was previously observed that slight protium
enrichment inR-helical structure relative toâ-sheet secondary
structure likely stems from differences in the spatial organization
of H-bond donors and acceptors associated with regularR-helical
andâ-sheet secondary structure, and is unrelated to the relative
strength of these two classes of H-bonds.13-16 Indeed, H-bond
distances,3hJNiC′j- scalar coupling constants, and thermodynamic
analysis of proteins universally suggest thatâ-sheet H-bonds
are somewhat stronger, despite the greater enrichment for
deuterium seen in all protein backboneΦ measurements.9,21,22

It was previously observed that a systematic preference for
protium at threonine residues detected in other studies may stem
in part from their ability to form intraresidue out-of-plane side
chain H-bonds (Figure 2).13 Steric interactions, unique to protein
structure, may also contribute to fractionation.11 Our data,
together with others, suggest that1H/2H fractionation at protein
backboneamides is a result of H-bonding geometry, which may
account for the observation of exceptionally low fractionation
values for some residues not involved in strong H-bonds.
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